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The norms of human and/or biological sociology has entered into neurasthenia; with the biosphere reaching a climate breaking point and the rapid loss of biodiversity; human civilization must confront a deadly norm of anti-social conventionality between the pressures of the biosphere and the long-term gains consistent with economic demand -- placing enormous pressure on bioorganic life to compete. Yet the norms of sociological convention are contingent on biological evolutionary adaptation, but also on cultural pragmatics and scientific philosophy.

The political spectrum; immersed on radical ideology; seeks to tear apart those conventionality to achieve radical ends. Radical ends that are either of a scientific and/or political nature; but unorthodox to the academic order. Yet the struggle for competing ideologies and a planetary system in social disarray; from a psychotropic state, implies that the legal system has not adequately confronted the norm. For those reasons, the planet has entered a sociological state of neurasthenia; where all norms of social convention breakdown to the extent that a dissolution in communal behavior begins to manifest. Where what is indicative as neurosis; is instead, the human consciousness tearing apart its own inhibitions to escape its own futility: to reveal a deadly state of mind; the pure id that auto-immunes the unconscious; awakening the human mind into a wonderland far lost; but shattered by its own radical consciousness.
To break through a defense firewall, the norm has torn apart the psyche of the biosphere; to achieve ulterior ends; by using its false association with the other to justify its existentiality. Not realizing the deadly aspect of what the norm was asking for; the permanent collapse of contemporary biological sociology.